Abstract-Handwriting has continued to persist as a means of communication and recording information in day-to-day life even with the introduction of new technologies. Given its ubiquity in human transactions, machine recognition of handwriting has practical significance. as in reading handwritten notes in a PDA. in postal addresses on envelopes, in amounts in bank checks, in handwrilten fields in forms, etc. This ovewiew describes the nature of handwritten language, how it is transduced Into electronic data, and the basic concepts behind written language recognition algorithms. Both the on-line case (which pGrtainS to the availability of trajectory data during writing) and the off-line case (which pertains to scanned images) are considered. Algorithms for preprocessing, character and word recognition, and performance with practical systems are indicated. Other fields of application, like slgnature verification, wrlter authentification, handwriting learning tools are also considered.
INTRODUCTION 1.The Nature Of Handwriting
ANUWRITINC is a skill that is personal to individuals.
H Fundamental characteristics of handwriting are three- fold. It. consists of artificial graphical marks on a surface; i t s purpnsc is tu communicatc something; this purpose is achieved by virtue of thc mark's convcntitional relation to language [331. Writing is considered to hdve made possible much of culture and civilization. Each script has a set of icons, which arc known as characters or letters, that h a w certain basic shapes. There are rulcs for combining lettcrs to reprcsent shapes of higher level linguistic units. For example, there are rules for combining the shapcs of individual letters so as to form cursivcly written words in the Latin alphabet.
Survival of Handwriting
Copybooks and various writing methods, like the Palmer method, handwriting analysis, and autograph collecting, arc words that coiijjure up a lost world in which pcople looked to handwriting as both a lesson in conformity and a talisman of the individual [232]. The reason that haudwriting persists in the age of the digital computer is the convenience of paper nnd pen as compared tu keyboards for nuinerous day-to-day situations.
Handwriting was developed a long time ago as a means to expand human mcinory and to facilitate communication.
At the bcginning of the new millennium, tcchnology has once agniii brought handwriting to a crossroads, Nowadays, thew are numcrous ways to expand human rncmory as well as to facilitate crr"unication and in this perspective, one might ask: Will handwriting be threatened with extiiwtion, o r will it entcr a period of major growth?
Handwriting has changed tremendously nvcr timc and, so far, each tcchnology-push has contributed to its expansion. Thc printing press and typewriter opciieil up the world tu formatted documents, increasing the number of readers that, in him, lcarned to write and to communicate. Computer and commmication technologics such as word processors, fax machincs, and e-mail are having an impact on literacy and handwriting. N e w e r technologies such as personal digital assistants ( P l M s ) and cligibal cellular phones will also have an impnct.
All thcse inventions h a w led to thc fine-tuning and reinterpreting of the role of handwriting and handwritten messages. Each time, tlic niche occupied by handwriting has become more clearly dcfined and popularized. As a gcneral tule, it seems that as the length of handwrittcn messages decreases, thc nu mbcr of people using Iiand-
Widespread acccptance of digj tal computers see miiigly challenges the futurc of handwriting. However, in numerous situations, a pcn together with papcr or a sinall notepad is much more convenient than o keyboard. For example, students in a classroom are still not typing on a natcbuok computer. Thcy store languagc, cquatirms, and graphs with a pen. This typical paradigm has led to the concept of yen computing [1391, whew the keyboird is an expensive and nanetgonumic component to be replaced by a peiitip position sensitive surface superimposed on a graphic display that generatcs electronic ink. TIE Ltltiinate handwriting computer will have to process clectrt~liic handwriting in an uncotwtmined crivironmcnt, deal wilh many writing styles and languages, work with arbitrary The image of the word is converted into gray-level pixels using a scanner, (b) On-line word. The 2: 1) coordinates of the pentip are recorded as a function of time with a digitizer uscr-dcfincrl alphabets, and understand any handwritten message by any writer.
Recognition, Interpretation, and Identification
Severa I types of analysis, recognition, and interpretation can bu nssuciatccd with lzandwriting. l l n r z d w r i i i q vccognilion is thc task of transforming a language represontcd in its spatial form of graphical marks into its symbnlic representation. l k English orthography, as with many languages based on the Latin alphabet, this symbolic rcprescntation is typically the 8-hit ASCTT representation of charactcrs. The characters of most written languages nf the world arc rcprwcntabfe today in thc form of 16-bit Unicode [232] . Huitdwriiirr,g intcrpwfratiori is the task of determining the mcaning of a body of handwriting, e.g., i\ handwritten address. Ilnndwriting idLwfifcatioii is the task of determining the author of a sample (ifhandwriting from a set of writers, assuming that each pprson's handwriting is individualistic. Signntirrc ver@wliuit is the task of determining whether ox not the signaturc is lhat of a given person. Identification and vcrificntion (1711, which have applications i n forctisic analysis, arc processes that determine the spccial nnhirc of the writing n C a spccilic writcr [15], while handwriting recognition a n d interpretation arc pwcesscs whose objectivcs arc to Ciltcr out the variations so as to determine the message. 'I'lic task of reading handwriting is one involving specialized huinan skills. I<nowlcdgu of tlw subject domain is essential as, fnr cxainplc, in the case of the notorious physician's prescription, whcrc a pharmacist uses knowledge of drugs.
Handwriting Input
Handwriking data is coiiverted to digital form either by scniining the writing on paper 01: by writing with a special pen oil an electronic surface such as a digitizcr coinbincd with a liquid crystal display. Thc two approaches are dislinguished as off-line and on-line handwriting, respectivrily. hi Bic on-line caw, the two-dimensional coordinates of successive points nf tlw writing as a fuiichm of tinic are storcd in ordcr, i.c., Ihc ordcr uf strokcs made by the writer is rvndily available. In thc off-line case, only the completed writing is available as an image. The on-line case deals with ii spatio-temporal representation of the input, whereas the off-linc c a w iiivolvcs nnalysis of the spatio-luminance of an image. Fig. 1 shows typical input signals that can be nnnlyzcd in Inutli cases. The raw data storage requirements are widely different. The data requirements for an average cursively writtcii word are: in the on-line case (Fig. lb) , a few hundred bytes, typically sampled at 100 samples per second, and in the off-Iinc c a w (Fig. l a ) , a fcw-hundred kilo-bytes, typically sampled at 300 dots per inch. From a global perspective, paper documents, which are an iiiharently analog medium, can be cnnvcrted into digital form by a process of scanning and digitization. 'I'his proccss yidds a digital image. For instaiicu, a typical 8.5 x I1 inch page is scanned at a resolution of 3UU dots per inch to crcnts a grayscale image of 8.4 megabytes. The resolution is dependent on thc smallest font size that riceds rcliablc recogiiitioii, as we11 as the bandwidth needed for transmission and stoiagc d thc imagc. The recognition rates reported are much higher for the on-line case in comparison with the off-line caw. For example, for the off-linc, unconstrained haitdwritten word recognition problem, recognition rates of 95 pcrccnt, 85 pcrccnt, and 78 percent have been reported for top choice lexicon sizes of 10,100, and 1,OOt), respuctivcly [216] . hi thu on-line case, larger lexicons are possible for the same accuracy; a tup choice recognition rate cif 80 percent with pure cursive words and a 2'1,000 word lexicon has bcen rcportcd [204] . Higher performance numbers have been achieved in rcccnt years; lwwcvcr, all recognition performancc nuinbcrs arc dependent on the particular test set.
The State of the Art
The state of the art of autorimtic rccognitiun nf handwriting at the dawn of the new millenium is that as a field it is no longer an esoteric bpic on t1ic friiigcs of information technology, but a mature discipline that has found many cornmcrcial uscs. On-linc systems for handwriting recogiiition are available in hand-held computers such as PDAs. Tlic pwformance of PDAs is acceptable for processing handprintcd symbols, and, wlmi combined with keyboard entry, a powerful method for data entry has bcmi crcatcd.
Off-line systems are less accurate than on-line systems. Huwcvcr, they art' now good enough that they have a signifjcant economic impact c m for spccializcd doinains such as interpreting handwritten postal addresscs on envelopes and reading courtcsy amounts on bank checks.
The success of on-line systems makes it attractive to consider developing off-line systems that first estimate the trajcctory of tlic writing from off-linc data and then use on-line recognition algori thins [El] . Howcvct, thc difficulty of recreating the tcmporal (lata [13] , [46] , 11741 has led to fcw such feature extraction systems so far.
Thr! objcctivc of this papcr is to present a comprdicnsivc review of the statc of the art in the autninatic processing of handwriting. It reports many rccent advances and changes that have occurred in this field, particularly over the last dccadc. Various psychophysical aspccts of the generation and perception of handwriting arc first presented to highlight the diffcrent sourccs of variability that mako handwriting processing so difficult. Major SLICCC.'.' ' 5 5~s 1 1 and promising applications of both on-line aitd off-line approaches are indicated here. Finally, attempts to incorporate contextual knowledge, particularly from linguistics, to improve system performance are presented. Due to space limitations, we mostly limit our survey of this topic to applications dealing with tlic La tiii alphahr. Morcovcr, in many subtopics, previous surveys have bccn donc to highlight, among other things, how the problcin attack was launchcd, what thc major milestones of dcvclopincnt in the field were, etc. In these cases, we refer specifically to thc papers and build up our report upon those.
HANDWRITING GENERATION AND PERCEPTION
The study of handwriting covcrs a very broad field dealing with numerous aspects of this w r y complex task. It involves rcscarch conccp ts from sevcral disciplines: experimental psychology, neuroscience, physics, engineering, computer scicncc, anthroprilogy, cducation, forcnsic document examination, etc. [56] , [ M I , [1701, 12081, 1209:1, [2351, [236] , [237], 12411.
From a generition point of view, handwriting involvcs several functions. Starting from a communication intention, a message is prepared at the semantic, syntactic, and lexical levels and converted snmehow into a set of allographs (Ictter shapc models) and graphs (specific instances) made up of strokes sn as tn generate a pentip trajectory that can be rccordcd on-linc with a digitizcr nr an iustrumented pen. In many cases, the trajcctory is just rccordcd on papcr aiid thc resulting document can be read lntcr with an off-linc system.
The understanding of handwriting generation is important in the development of both on-line and off-line recognition systems, particularly in accounting for the variability of handwriting. Su far, numerous models have bccn proposed to study and analyze handwriting. These models arc gcnmally divided into twa major classes: topdown and bottom-up mudcls [173] . Top-down models refer to approaches that focus on high-lcvcl information processing, from semantics to basic motor control problems. Bottom-up models are concerned with thc analysis and synthcsis of low-level neuromuscular processes involved in tho production of a single stroke, going upward. to the generation of graphs, allographs, words, etc.
Most of tlic top-down inudels have been developed for Language processing purposes. Thcy are not exclusively dedicated to handwriting and deal with the integration of lexical, syntactic, and sumnntic information to process a message. We will come back kc> somc of these in Section 5. The bottom-up models are generally divided into two groups: oscillatory 1871 arid discrete 1391 inodels. The former consider oscillation as ;I basic inrwcment and the generation of complex movomorits rcsult from the cnntrnl of the amplitude, phase, and frcqwiicy of n lundam<mlal wave function [26j, [SS] , 1591, 11981, [233] . Discrctr! models consider complex movements as thc rcsult o f n tcrupiwil superimposition of a set of simple, disctmlinuoiis sirokcs 1201, 11431, [244] , [-I 671. ' In the oscillatory approach, a sin$:lc stroke is s c m as a specific case of an abrupt, jnterrnpted oscillation, while in tlic discrctc casc, cont i1111ou.s Inovcmmts emerge from the timc-ovcrlnp o f disctnitinuous strokes. Fig. 2 [n this context, the generation of handwriting is described as the vector summation of discontinucms strokes. Thc fluency of the trajectory emcrgcs fi.om thc time-superimpositionn of strokes due to anticipatory cffccts. 111 other words, and according to this kinematic theory [164J, once a strokc is iriiliakd 10 reach n target, a writer knows how long it will take to reach that hrgct and with what spatial piecision. This allows the subjccl tu star1 r? iiow stroke prior to thc end nf the previous one. The iminediate conscqiicncc of this ankicipation phenomenon is that any observable signal from this trajectory at' n givcii timc i s affected both by at least the previous and thhc siiccessivt. strokw Pig. 2a dcpicls thc block diagram of the tnoclel. Fig. 2b shows H typical action plan dcscribcd by a seqiience of virtual targets (diamonds) linked by circular strokcs (truncatcd lincs). nncc this action plan is activated, it is fed tlii40ngh thu ncuroiiiuscular agonist and antagonist systems to produce a trajectory that lmvcr, Cor cxaii-ipl(!, a handwrithi trace on a piece of paper (continuous Iinc). Fig. 2c, Fig. 2d , and Pig. 2c. shnw the typical executions of this action plan with increasing anticipatory effects. As seen in Using nonlinear regression, a scl of individual shokcs and stroke parameters can be recovered from tlic shape and thc vclucily data nf a hatidwritten trace, and both the velocity sipid, and thc h a n d w~i f k n word can lie reconstructed (see Fig. 3a , Fig. 3b for cxamplcs letters detection and word rwognition have cmergcd from similar studies.
Prom an npposite point-of-view, the reading of a handwritten document relies tin a basic knrrrvledgc about perception [199J, [222] . Psychological experiments in human character recognition show two cffects: 1) a character that cither occurs frequently, LIT has a simple structure to it, is processed as a singlc unit without any decomposition of the character structure into simpler iiiiits and 2) with infrequcntly occurring characters, and ttwsc with complex structure, the amount of timc taken to recognize a character increases as its numbcr of strokes increases [10] , (2261, [2281, [253] . The foriner method of recognition is referred to as holistic and the l a t h as aunlytiu, both of which are discussed further in Section 4.3.
The perceptual processes involved in reading have bcen discussed extensively in the cognitive psychology litera tiire [lo] , [22hj, [228] . Such studies arc pertinent in that they can 
ON-LINE HANDWRITING RECOGNITION
As previously mentioned, on-line rccognition refers to methods and techniques dealing with the automatic processing of R message as it is written using a digitizcr or an instrumcntcd stylus that capturcs inforimtioil about the pentip, generally its position, velocity, or acceleration a5 a function of tiinc (see Fig. 4a , Fig. 4b , Fig. 5a , and Fig. 5b for examples of typical signals). This problcm has beeti a rcscarcli cliaHengc since the beginning of the sixtics, whcn the first attempts to recognize isolated tiandprinted cliaracters were pcrfonned [52] Over the years, these rcscarcli projects h a w cvolved from bcing academic exerciscs to developing tcchnologydriven applications. We will focus on three of those technical domains in this section: pen-based computers, signature verifiers, and dcvclopmental tonls. The first group refers to the rccugnition of handwritten messages and gesturc corninatids to interact with pen computing platforms. Thc second deals with signatures, a very spccific type of wcll-learned handwriting, with the purpose c i f verifying thc identity of a persnn. Thc third class iiicnrpcirates various systems that exploit the neirromotor characteristics of handwriting Lo dcsign systems fm cducation and rehabilitation purposes. 
Pen-Based Computers
'The ccinccpt of a pen computer was first proposcd by Kay in 1968 [37] . Since then, many research teams hnvc been working on'the implementation of thc "Dynabook" concept [29!5], trying to integrate into a single light and crgonomic system il transparent positioii-sensing device with a graphical display, undcr Ihc control of a powei:ful microcomputer. The ultimate goal here is to mimic and extend tliu pen and pap metaphor by the automatic processing of clcctronic ink. Apart from thc numerous harclwarc problems that still have to be solved j1391, the usc of electronic penpads mostly relics on the on-line recognition of command gestures and haudwrittcn messages [55] , although most of the systcms do not process the Full timing information available from the signal but only the stroke seiqumcc.
Prior to any recognition, tlic acquired data is gencrally prcprncessed to reduce spurious noise, to normalize thc various aspects of the trace, and to segment thc signal into meaningful units [75] , [152], [172], [227] . The noise originates from several sourccs: tlw qmntization noisc of the digitizer as wcll as tlic digitizing process itself, crratic hand, or finger movements (sec Soction 2), the inaccuracies of the pen-up/pcn-down indicator, etc. The main approaches to noise reduction dcnl with data smoothing, signal filtcring, dehooking and brunk corrections [l52]. [202] from tcxt. At this level, the goal is to define spatial zoncs or temporal windows, or both, that allow the extraction of disjoint basic units. At khc second level, the methodology focuses on the segmentation of the input into individual characters or even into subcharnctur units, such RS sh'okcs. This operation is among the most challenging, particularly for the reclcognitioii of cursive script 11721. In most cascs, this segmentation is tentative and i s corrected latex during classification. In some systems, this step is totally avoided by working at the word lever [SO] , [51], [157] . However, this approach gcncrally makes sense for small vocabulary applications only whcrc n lcxictni scarch is fast enough to nccommridatc? a real-time system. Some methods combine holistic recognizrrs with segmentationbased algorithms 11771. This is gcncrally performed at the shape ievel, at the lexical level (using a word-shapc basad lexicon), or at tlw ltlvd of output word lists.
The major problem with character segmentatiuii is the difficulty of determining the bcginning and ending of individual characters. The most common approachcs uscd iwwadays, unsupervised lcarniiig [82] , [128] and datadriven knowledge-based methods [84] , [ 1661, are still jnsufficicnt for most applications. Smnc stratcgics stark bottom-up, directly from the basic strokes that have been used tu write a specific character. These strokes are generally hidden iu the signal due to anticipation or time-supcrimpositiom cffccts (sec Fig. 2L3, Fig. 2c , Fig. 2d , and Fig. 2e A p c n -b a d computcr nccds to procc.;s a handwritten message as it i s produced. The steps, ranging from various shape classification proccsscs to ultimate sliapc recognition, have to cope with one of the most difficult problems: taking into account the variability of mussage production. This variability mostly comes from four different factors: geometric variations, ni.uro-bir,iiicchanical noisc, allographic variations, and sequencing problems [ 1.951. Geometric variakions r c h to changcs that occur in position, size, baseline orientation, and slant depending on thri (postural) cunditians khat arc imposed on R writer as he produces c7 message. Allographic variations deal with thhc vnrirnis models that arc associated with a single character by different populations of writers. As can be inferred from the previous Section 2, neurophysiological and biomechanical factors can greatly affect the quality of handwriting by modifying both the ackivntinn of an action plan or the p1:oduction of individual strokes. Finally, the variation in the order in which handwriting strokes may be produced can also be a great source of problems. I'osthoc cdituig, corrections of spelling errors, slips of the prm, lcttcr omission, or insertion greatly complicak the task of an on-line recognizer. With a few exceptions [203] , mrwt of thc systems do not deal with these issues.
To cope with all these variability prnblcms, it is generally accepted that many recognition methods will have to bc combined to design an cfficicnt systciii [65] , [83] , 1861, [Ill] , [178] , [225] and that the resulting system will have ti) bc iraincd and tested using a very large international database [79] . To do so, heuristics from numerous disciplincs will have to be takcn into account in the design of a sys tcm: cues from pnleography, writing instruments, biomechanics, forcnsic sciences, inquiries, and disabilities [125] as well as cues from psychophysics, neuropsycliology, education, and linguistics. A writei:-indepcndent systcm will have to mimic human behavior as much as possible. It will iiccd a hierarchical architecture, such that when difficulties are encountered in deciphering a part of a message using ono lcvcl of interpretation, it will switch to another level of representatinn to resolve ambiguities. Froin this perspcctivc, the various attempts that arc made tticsr! days to optimizc the design of systems that innstly work at a few lcvcls of representation make sense. Somehow, in one way c)r another, a combination of these different protolypes will iiltimately lcad to genuine solutions. Thc better the individual compoircnts, the better thc final solution.
Over the last decade, attempts to recognize handwriting have cnnvcrged into two distinct families of classification methods: 1) formal structural and rule-based methods and 2) statistical classification methods [172] .
I Structural and Rules-Based Methods
Tnc first family is based upon thc idea that character shape can be described in an abstract fashion (for example, thc action plan of Fig. 2b ) without paying too much attention to the irrelevant shape variations that nvccssarily occur during the execution of that plan. Tho rule-based approach proposcd in the 1960s was abandoiicd to a large cxtcnt because nf the difficultics cncountered in formulating geiicral and reliable rules as well as in automating the generation of these rules from a large database of charactcrs and words. This approach has been rcjuvenated rccoiitly with the incorporation of f~izzy rules and grammars that use statistical information on the Frequency of occurrelice of particular features [159] . However, from a global point of view, for this approach to survivc, robust and reliable r u b s will have to be defined. If this happens, recognizers exploiting this paradigm will h a w a few interesting properties: they will not requirc a large amount of training d a h and the numbcr of features used to describc a class of patterns may vary from unc class to antithr.
Statistical Methods
This latter property is lacking in the second family of methods, the statistical approaches, where a shape is describcd by a fixed numbcr of features defining a multidimensional represcntation space in which differcnt classes arc described with multidimensional probability dis tributions around a class cetitrold. Three groups of methods arc based on this approach: explicit, implicit, and Markov mndcling methods [172] .
Explicit Methods. Explicit incthods are derivcd directly or indirectly from linear discriminmt analysis, principal component analysis and hierarchical cluster analysis and are thus wcll supported mathcmatically. The major problcms with these approaches arc' tw o-fold: first, they g-cncrally rely tipon hypotheses about. the form or thc parameters dcscribing tlie statistical distribution; second, they generally rcquire extensive computing and memory rwources. [1.80] . A Hiddcn Markov M(idc1 (HMM) prowss is a doubly stochastic process: an undcrlying proccss which is hiddm froin observation and a n observable proccss which is dctcrmined by the undcrlying pruccss, This uiidcr.lyiizg process is characterized by ii conditional stale trmsitirin probability distribution, where a current state js hidden from obscrvatian and dopcnds on the prcviuus states, generally the prcvioiis one. On the olhcv hand, I h c observablc process is characterized by a conditional symbnl emission probability distribuhm, where B currcnt symbol depends eithcr on the currciit slate transition, nr simply thr currcnt state.
Implicif Methods,
These systems can be bawd 011 two d i f f e r m i went modcls: discrete or continuous syrnbol obsurwtioris. The farmer rcquircs conversion cif tlw iiiput featiirc vcctoi: into n discrete symbol using a vector quantization algorihm. The occurrence probabilitics of these symbols fnr the shukc shapes in a sliding wirtdow form tlic basis of the MMM algorithm. The conhiuous apprnach Liscs tlie variancus and cnvariniicus of the features to estimate tlw prribability nf thc occurreiic~ of ail observcd fcntiire vector under. the assumption of a specific fcnture distribution, gene rally Gaussiiln. The goal of the I-lMM algnritlim i s to find the probability that a specific class is thc most likely to occur, given R seqiience cif observations. The esseiice of this approach is to determine the a posteriori prolxhility For il class, given an observed sequencc! where the jump from onr! state to another is dcscribed by a Markov proccss. Reccnt developments incorporate HMMs into a stochastic languagc model [88] , combine discrcto and continuous approaches [183] , o r use a hybrid ncuralnet/HMM approach [8] .
So far, licither of thesc approaches, s l r u c t t i r a l or statistical, has led to commercially acceptable results for thc processing of cursive script 11311. .Altlioiigh thc perfnrmance of on-linc systems is generally liighcr than that of off-line systems, thc uscr requircmcnk of almost nt] on-line recognition errors have limited the markct to simplo applications based on well-segmented, handprinted alphanumeric synibols. From this point of vicw, thc specific provisions for postprocessing reading errors and rejections givc a commercial advantagc to off-linr! systcms sincc their succcss relies cm any cost roduc tion comparcd to manual kcying-in of an existing documcnt.
Apart from a few exceptions [7] , [lOS] , cursive script recognizers do not properly take into account contextual anticipatory phenomena: for example, once handwriting is well learncd, the ncuroinuscular cffwtors involvcd in that task normally act concurrently to speed up the execution. This generally loads to coarticulatirm and context effects. The sequence of strokes is not produced in a purely serial manncr, i.e., one aftcr the otlicr, but parallel articulatory activity does occur and there is important overlap between successive strokes or graphcincs. The prudiiction of an allograph is thus affected by the surrounding allographs: it depends both on the preceedhig and following units 12291, [230], 12451. Many methods take into account thc effect of thhc previous stroke ovcr thc actual stroke being processed but often neglect the simultaneous effect of the forthcoming stroke.
One approach to make on-linc systcms morQ attractivc tn users is to incorporate provision for personal adaptation [50], [139] , [142]. A basic user-dependent system then comes with a set of recognizable allograplis for each character, but it allows the user to define his own set of symbols or gestures in order tu accointidatc his preferences. This is a promising way to take into account cultural determinants, handwriting learning systems as well as pcrsunal styles, and evolution of handwriting habits over a long period of time. However, to be successfd, such an approach must allow a uscr to add new symbols with a minimum of training and without any symbol confusion.
Slgnature Verlfiers
Signature verification refers to a specific class [if automatic handwriting processing: thc cumparism of a test signature with one or a few reference specimens that have been collected as a user enrolls in a system. It requires thc extraction of writcr-specific information from thc signature signal, irrcspcctivc o f its handwritten content. This information has to be almost time-invariant and effcctivoly discriminant. This problem has bcon a challenge for about thrw dccadcs. Two survey papers [I 141, [171.] , and a jotirnal special issue I1601 h a w summnrizcd the evolution of this ficld through 1993. We will thus briefly update these studies by focusing on the major works by the various teams involved in this field.
Signature verification tries mainly to exploit the singular, exclusive, and personal character of the writing. In fact, signature verification prcwitts a double challenge. The first is to verify that what has been signed corresponds to the unique characteristics of an individual, without nccussarily caring about what was written. A failure in this context, i.e., the rejection of an authentic signature, is referred to as a type I error. The second challenge is mort' dcmanding than the first and consists nf avoiding the acceptance of forgeries as being authentic. [71] and even less for the @e I1 error. Current systems are still several orders of magnitude away from these thrcsholds. System designers have also had tri deal with the trade-offs between type I aitd type II errors and the intrinsic difficulty of evaluating and comparing different approachcs. Actually, the majority of the signature verification systems work with an error margin of about 2 percent to 5 percent shared bctwcen the two errors. All reduction of one type of error inevitably increases the other.
The evaluation of signature verification algorithms, as for many pattern recognition problems, raises several difficulties, making any objective comparison between difhrent methods rather delicate, and in many cases, impossiblc. Moreovcr, signature verification poses il serious difficulty, which is the problem of type 11 error evaluation, or the real risk of accepting forgeries. From a theorctical p i n t of vicw, it is not possible to mensure type 11 errors, since there is no mean by which to definc a good forgcr and to prove his (or her) existence, or even worsc, his (or her) nonexistence. However, from a practical point of view, several methods of kypc II crror estimation have been proposed in thhc litcrahrc. The simplest ones rely on the use of random forgeries, i.e., that is picking up on a random basis the true signature of a person and considering it as a forgery of the signaturc of anothcr person. Many studies inctrrporate unskilled forgeries, and in some rare cases, highly skilled forgeries are used. The definihns of all khis terminology, randmi, skilled, and unskilled imitations, are rather discretiondry and vary enormously from una bcnchmark to another as well as from onc rcsearch team to anothcr, making the evaluation of this type of error extremely vague and certainly underestimated 11711. The most recent large-scale public experiment in the field was an imitdtion contest against four targot signatures. A type I1 error of less than 0.003 percent (two false acceptances nut of 86,500 trials) has bccn reported 1691. [254] h i the age of chip cards and the possibility of implanted ID transponders, on-line signature verification systems occupy a very specific nichc among the idcntification systcins. 011 the one hand, they differ from systcms based on the possessinn of something (kcy, card, etc.) or the knowledge of something (passwords, personal information, etc.) because they rely on a specific, well-learned gesture. On the other hand, they also differ from systems based on klic biometric propertics of an individual (fingcrprints, voice print, retinal prints, etc.) became the signature is still the most socially and legally accepted means for idcntification. Its unique, self-initiated, motoric act providcs an active incans to simultaneously authcnticate both a lransaction and a transactioner. In this context, the most promising applications that will emcrgc will be related tn identifying partners in gro~ipivarc design projects, lrmg distance authorization in proccss control, and evcn pcrsonalization and tracking of electronic money and docuincnts [234] .
Developmental Tools
In parallel with khc various attempts made to design handwriting rcctypizers and signaturc vcrifiers, a few research groups h a w bccn working on utlicr types of applications requiring directly or indirectly the automatic processing of handwriting. Many of tliesc works were isolated efforts that have not been publishcd via the regular channels known 10 the pattern recognition community [208] , [205] , [236] , 1241.1, and we present here, a brief survt.y of S O~C of thew typical applicatirins, particularly in thc field of the development of human motor crmtrol. The dominant class (if kools in this domain is the interactive system to help children to learn handwriting or to help disabled persons to parkly recover finc motor control through handwriting and drawing exerciscs.
In recent years, smnc educati.onal soflwarc for teaching handwriting to childrcn has been developcd [23]. The handwriting lcssoi~s in most of this software mainly deal with &owing lcttcr models drawn on tlic coinputer screen, the main goal being to awaken childrun to handwriting. Some of these systems also use a digitizer tablet, whcro thc children can write and see their writing on the scrccii. Recently, systcins dedicated spccially to handwriting learning are beginning to cxploit new technological tools such as an LCD display combined with i l digitizer [32] Most education specialists agrcc that tcaching hilndwriting must begin with learning to writc scparatc letters, Lhcn simple words, and then complcx words. Acquiring handwriting skill takes a lung timc. It is well known froiu classical studics of huiiian behavior that tlic process of learning handwriting skills begins (in many countries) ai-ound agc fivc and finishes approximately at. fifteen, cliiring which timc the motor system control passes though evolutionary steps, each one being characterized by the acquisition cif diffcrent performance skills. In rnany schools, there are programs to stiiiiulate drawing and painting at the kindorgardcri level. After that, the teachers follow various strategies to teach hatidwriting, bcginning with printing, then cvolving to cursive characters or a mix of the two types. For beginners, education specialists have defiized thc squcncc of strokes to be used by h c h c r s when they are demonstrating how to form a letter. This sequoncc, named the ductus of a letter, is usually illustrated by arrows along the letter image.
Over thc last two decades, many studies using a digitking tablet have emerged to improve the psychomotor behavior of children [32], [128] , [207] . 'I'he majority of these studies report rcsults of experiments that highlight the complexity of the human proccss involved in handwriting. Tlicsc studies can be grouped into four basic classes:
I . Studies involving expcriincnts with norm.al aduits in order to understand the human inotor control system, e.g., [1.37] , [lM] . Studies involving cxpcriinciits with adults who suffer from discascs, sach as Parkinson's, who tist' driigs or who have constraints in handwriting, e.g., [W, W1. Studies dealing with children suffering various disabilities, like dyslexia nr dysgraphia, e.g., [I 811, [ZOO] .
4. Stiidies dealing with handwriting of normal children, e.g., [35] , [112] .
These experiments attempt to highlight some underlying mechanisms behveen tlic intcrnal representation of a letter a i d the neuromotor system involved in the generatiun of that letter. Smio [%I, 1961, 11181, [1.271, [ Z W ] . l~innlly, thhc idea of using a computer to teach handwriting has led to many sludics about tlw crgonomic aspects of thc tool and how not only to make it simylc to use by children, but alsu to provide an enjoyablc environment for handwriting [32] , [40] , 1731,
[118], [137], [207] .
The inarkrt for learning tools based on handwriting i s cxpected to emerge in thcfrirthcoming years. Althuugh) more 2.
3.
children will certainly learn tn type carlier with the integration of computers in schools, keyboard typing is not sufficient to improve tlic dcvclopmcnt of fine motor activitics. Handwriting plays such a rolc by helping young children to better control motnr-perception interactions. From this perspective, learning tools to help children draw and write will not only find their place in a scholarly environment, but thcy will also find other application niches, particularly in the fields rif rehabilitatioii and geriatrics to help the disabled to recover or aged people to better control their movements.
OFF-LINE HANDWRITING RECOGNITION
The central tasks in off-line handwriting recognition are character recognition and word recngnition. A necessary preliminary step to recognizing written language is the spatial issue of locating and registering tlic appropriate text whcn complcx, two-dimensional spotial layouts arc cmployed-a task referred tu as document analysis.
Preprocessing
It is necessary to perform several document analysis operations prior to recognizing text in scanned documents. Some of the common operations performed prior to rccognihn are: tluesholding, the task of converting a gray-scale image into a binary black-white image; noise removal, the extraction of the foreground textual mat kcr by removing, say, textured bac kgroiind, salt and poppm noise and interfering strokes; line segmentation, the separation of individual lines of text; word segmentation, the isolation of textual words, and character segmentation, the isolation of individual chnrachs [28] , typically those that a1-p written discretely rather than cursively.
I. I Thresholding
The task of ihrcslidding is to extract the foreground (ink) from the background (paper) [l.92] . The histogram trf grayscale values of R document image typically consists of two peaks: a high pcak corresponding to the white background and a smaller peak corresponding to the foreground. So, thc task of determining thc threshold gray-scale valiie {above which the gray-scalc valuc is assigned to white and below which it is assigned to black) is one of determining an "optimal" value in the valley between the two peaks ['156].
One mcthod [I551 regards the histogram as probability values and defines the optimal threshold value as ( m e that maximizes the bctwcen-class variance, where the distributions of the foreground and hackground points are regarded as two classcs. Each value of the threshold is tried and one that maximizes thc crikrion is chosen. There are several improvements to this basic idea, such BS handling textured backgrnunds similar to those C~C O U I Itered on bank checks. One such method ITIC~SUTC*S attributes of the resulting foreground objccts to conform to standard document types [1231.
Noise Removal
Noise removal is a topic in document analysis that has been dealt with extensively for typed or machine-printed documents. For handwritten documents, the connectivity cif strokes has to be preserved. Iligital capture of images can introduce noise from scanning devices and transmission mcdia. Sinootliiiig operations are often used to eliminate the artifacts introduced dmiiig image caphire. O m stiidy [206] , describes a inethod t h t performs selective and adaptive stroke "filling" with a neighborhood operator which emphasizes strt)kc coniieclivity, while at thc same time, coiiscrvntivcly chocks aggrcssivc "ovcr-filling."
Interferuncc of strokcs frr)m iicigliboring text lines is a problem that is often cncountcrcd. Onc approoch [148] is to follow strokes it) thinned iinagcs to segment thc iritcrfcring strokes from thc signal. A similar approach [217] uses Gestalt principles to disambiguatc the stroke following at cross points.
Algo~~ithms for tluiming [ l l O ] are freqitently considered frir convcrting off-linc handwriting to ncarly on-line-likedata. Unfortunately, thinning algorithms introduce artifncts, such as spurs, which make their use somewhat 
Line Segmeniaiion
Segmentation of handwritten text into lines, words, and characters has many sophisticated approaches. This is in contrast to the task of scgmentiiig lines of text into words and characters, which is straight-forward for machineprintcd documcnts. It can be accomplished by examining the Iirwimntal histogram profile at a sinall range of skew angles [218]. The task is more difficult in the handwritten domain. Here, lines of text might iindulate Li p and down and ascenders and descenders frequently intersect charactcrs of neighboring lines. One method [lo41 is based on the notion that people write on an imaginary linc which forms the core upon which each word of the line resides.
This imaginary baseline is approximated by the local minima points from cach cmnpcincnl. A clustcriiig tuchnique i s used to group the minima of all the componcnts to identify the different hmdwritt.cn lincs.
Word and Character Segmentation
Line separation is usually frdlowed by a procedurc that separates the tcxt line into words. Few approaches in the literature have dealt with word segmentation issues. Among the ones that have dealt with segmentation issues, most fucus iiii idcntifying physical gaps using only the cnmptments 11291, 12011. Those inctliuds ~SSUITLC that gaps bctwccn words are larger than the gaps between the characters. However, in handwriting, exceptions are commonplace because of flourishes in writing styles with leading and trailing ligatures. Another method [ l o l l incorporates cues that humans use and does not rely solely on the one-dimensional distance between components. The author's writing style, in teerms of spacing, is captured by characterizing the variation of spicing between adjacent characters as a function of the corresponding characters themselves. The notion nf expecting grcater spacc bctwcon characters with leading and trailing ligaturcs is enclosed into the segmentation scheme.
Isolation of words in a tcxfual line is iisually followed by recognizing the words tlwmsclvcs. Most recognition methods call for scgmmtntion of the word i.nto its constituent charnctcrs. Scgmcntation points are determined using : . , .
. . Fig. 6 . Examples of handwritten characters segmented from images.
features likc ligaturus and concavities [ l u l l . Gaps between charactcr scgmciits (a clzaracter segment can bc a character or a part of character) and heights of character segments arc used in the algoritlm.
Character Recognition
Thc basic problem is to assign thc digitized character tu its symbolic class. In thc case of a print image, this is referred to as optical character recognition (OCR) [93] , [146] . 111 the case of handprint, it is loosely referred to as intelligent character recognition (ICR). Tc limit h i s part of our survcy, we will discuss Iwrc some of the issues in thc rucognition of English orthography in its handwritten form. While wc' mcntion specific techniques, alsn rclcvant are methods for combining scvcral different i.ecognition approaches 1631,
The typical classes are thc uppcr and lower case characters, Me ben digits and special symbchs such as the period, excIainatirm mark, bmckets, dollar and priund signs, etc. A pattern recognition algorithm is used to extract shnpc features and ta assign the observed charactcr to the appropriate class. Artificial neural nctworks have emerged as fast mothrids for implementing classificrs for OCR. Algorithms based on nuarcst-i~cighbor methods h a w higlzcr accuracy but are slower.
Recognition of a character from a single, mactiineprinted font faiizily on ; 1 well-printed paper documcnt can be done very accurately. Difficultics arise when ha tidwritten charactcrs are to be handled. Sninc examples of scgmcntcd handwritten characters arc shnwn in Fig. 6 . A survey on character segmentation can be found in [24] . In difficult caws, it becomes necessary to WO iiiodcls to constrain the choiccs at the character and word levels. Such models are essential in handwriting recognition due to tlw wide variability of handprinting and cursivc script.
There 
Word Recognition
A word recognilion algorithm attempts to associatc the word imagc to choices in a lexicon [ZlO] . Typically, a ranking is produccd. This is done either by the n,mlyfic approach of rccogtii7,ing the individual characters nr by the holistic approach of dealing with thc cntirc word image. The latter approach is useful in kho cast! of Iouching printed characters and 1zand.wntitig. A higher levcl nf pcriormance is obscrvcd by combining the results of both approaches [ay], [-I 781. 'l'tierc exist sevcral difforcnt appruachcs tk) word recognition using a limited vocabulary [fig] .
Onc mcthod o f word rccognition based on determining prcscgmcntatiun points followed by determining a n optimal path thrwugh a state transition diagram is shown in Fig. 7 [ Ih], [5? ]. Applications of nutomatic reacling of posh1 addrusscs, bank checks, and various forma have triggurcd i i rapid dcvclopmcnt in handwritten word recognition in reccnl ycars.
Whilc mothods have differed in the specific iitilizalion of thc constraints providcd by the application domain, thcir underlying c o w structure is the same. I'ypically, the methodology involves preprocessing, a possiblt? scgmcntation phase which could be avoided if global word fciittires are uscd, recognilion and postprocessing. The iippc'r and lowcr p f i l c a of word images are represented as a scrics of vectors describing thc global contour of tlic word image and bypass the segtnentation phnsc in [lSS] .
The methods of h h r c extraction arc ccritral to achicving higli -perform ing word rccogni kion. Oiic tipprowl1 uti 1 i res the id ca I) f "rcgular" and "sing ttltir " feat 11 re s.
Handwriting is rcprdcd RS having a regular flow modified by occasional singular cmnbeUishmerzts [21 'I] . A common approach is to me an HMM to structure thc ontire recognition prowss 1271, [ 1401. In ['I 401, the obscrvabions are mndcled as onc-cohimn-wide pixels. The letters arc sitbHMMs containing the same numbcr of states. Iluring training, all letters are normaliacd to a fixcd width of 24 columns. Standard reestimation hrmiilac arc uscd.
Another. nzethod deals wikh R limitcd size dynamic lexicon 11021, Words that arc rclcvnnt during the recognition task are not available during training .because they belong to an unknown subsct of a w r y Inrgc lexicon. Word imngcs are over segmented such thnl a f k r thc scgmcntation process no adjacent characters rcmnin tciuching. Instead ril passing on combinations o f scgmcnts to a gcnerjc OCR, a lexicon is brought intci play carly ita the process. A combination OF adjnccnt segments is coinpared fo only thosc charactcr choices which are possible at thc position in thc word bciiig considered. The approach can bc vicwed as a process uf accounting for. all the segments gcncrntcd by a givcn lcxicoii entry. [,exicon entries arc rrdcred according to the "gouducss" of match.
Dynamic Prngramming (DP) is a cominonly used paradigm to string the potential character candidates into word candidates; some incthods 1661 combine licuristics with I 2 to disqualify cortain groups of primitive scg~ncrzts from being cvnluatcd if they are ton cnmplcx L o rcprcserit a siuglc charactcr. The DI' paradigm also lakes into acco~iiC compatibility between cntisccutivc character ciuidiclatcs.
Applicatlon of Off-Line Handwriting
There has bccn significant growth i i i thc application d off-line handwriting rccognition (luring the pas1 decade. The most important of thesc has been in reading postal addresses, bank check amounts, and forms. We will describe the handwritten address interpretation task and the bank check recognition task in the following sections.
Handwritten Address Inferpretation
The task of interpreting handwritten addrcsses is one of assigning a mail-piece imagc to a delivery address. An address for the purpose cif physical mail delivery involves determining the country, state, city, post office, street, primary number (which could be a street number or a post office box), secondary number (such as an apartment or suite number), and finally, the firm iiamc or personal name WI, 1481.
A Handwrittun Address Interpretation (HWAI) system uses kriowhdgc of the postal domain in the recognition d handwritten addresses. Thc task is considered to be one of interpretation rather than recognition since the goal is to assign the address to its correct destination irrespective of incomplete or contradictory information present in the writing. This work has led to a system that rccngnizcs handwritten addresses that is currently in use by the United States Postal Service (USE) I2201. Aii example of a mail-piece successfully scaimed and interyrctcd by the HWAI system and physically delivcrcd by the USPS is shown in Fig. 8 . The interpretation result is represented in the form of a bar-code oiid sprayed at the bottom of the cnvelope so that subsequent stages of sorting can bc mado by a bar-code reader.
The HWAI task contains several well-formulated pattern recognition prrhlcms. Many of the techniqucs described in standard text-books of pattern rccognition find a role in this +ask.
A gradation of class-discriminatioll problems is cncouiitcred. For example, a two-class discrimination priiblem is the following: handwriting vs, mnchine-print d iscriniination (Fig. 9 ). There are suvcrnl inidticlass discrimination prthlcms: handwritten numeral recognition with 10 classes (Fig, 'IO) , alphabet recognibion with 26 classes (Pig. ll), and toucliing-digit pair recognition with 100 classes (Pig. 12). Word rccugnition with n lexicon is a problem where the number of classes is dynamically determined by conkxtual constraints. Aniih!T problem encountered is similar to the problem of cibjcct recognition in computcr vision: determining the destination addrcss in a cluttered background. [124] . A complete bank chcck recognition system, including the layout analysis and recognition crq"cnts, that are engineered for industrial applications is described in [41] .
Bank Check Recognition
Hiddcn Milrkov Models are used for the rccogiiition of both thc Icgal and courtcsp amounts in [68] , [70] 
, [153].
A chcck-reading system that recognizes bath thc legal and courtcsy amounts on French checks in real-time with a read rate of 75 percent and an urmr rate of 1 in 10,000 is described Fig. 10 . Tsn-class discrimination (digits). Three sets of images are shown. The top row consists of difficult-to-read numerals. The middle row consists of fairly standard ones. The bottom row has nondigits supplied to a digit recognizer which must be rejected. in [loo] . 'Iliey usu a segment and recognize paradigm.
Recognition involves a combination of multiple classifiers.
'The approach cif first recognizing the legal amount to drivc the recognition of the courtesy amount is used in [103]. A lexicon of numeric words is generated from l h c independent recognition of tlic legal phrases. Experiments were conducted on checks written in English. They have reported a 44 percent read-rntc with no error.
Signature Verification
In a typical off-line signature verification systum, a signature image, as scanned and extracted from a bill, a check or any official document, is coinpared with a few signature references provided, for example, by a user at the opening of his account. Oppnsitc to on-iiiic systems, there is no time information directly availablc and thc vcrification process relics on k h features that can be extracted from the lumiiianco of thc trace only.
Although the cxtmction of a signature from a dncumcnk background is already ; 1 vcry difficult problem in itself, particularly for checks (SEC, for cxamplc, [44] ), most of the stiidics publishcd to date assume that an almost perfect extraction has bcen dnnc. In otlwr words, the signature specimens used in these sttidies are generally written on a white sheet of paper. They produce Type 1 and II errors of a few percentage points; and the signature databasus generally are too small, both in terms of the number of signcrs and the number of specimens per signcr.
From a practical point of view, most researchers agree nr)w that ; 1 solution to their problem will rcly 011 the extraction from a signa turc of pseudodynamic fcatures reflecting, for example, some specific characteristics uscd by a forcnsic document examincr, RS well as the autuinatic recovery of the stroke sequence in the signature image.
While the number of potential applications for on-line signature verification systems is expectcd to be growing with the dcvclopmcnt of various forms of an electronic penpad, the specific use of off-line systoms, if they are commercialized r m time, is not even s w u . With the decreasing usc of checks, paper bills, etc. in inany countries, these systems will have to adapt to the new rcquircincnts of electronic commercc to becrimc a reality [234]. alignment (rcfcrcncc lines), angles, arrangcincnt (margiizs, spacing), connecting strokes (ligatures and hiatuses), curves, form (round, angular or eyed), lino quality (smooth, jerky), movement, pen lifts, pick-up strokes (leading ligatules), proportion, rctracc, skill, slant, spacing, spclling, straight lines, and terminal strokes.
Writer Identification
Scvcrd of these features are readily coinputable based on existing techniques for handwriting recognition. For instance, handwriting rccognition procedures routinely compute baseline angle and slant so that a correction can bc applied prior to recognition.
The result of applying these procedures is then used to cluster different samplcs of handwriting in a multidimcnsional feature space. The authorship of thc qucstioned document is then cstablishecl from its proximity to the exemplars.
Most handwriting identification experts today almost entirely on manually intensive techniques. Although some literature is availablc on prototype toolsets for document examination Ill], [117] , [191] , there does not exist any tool that has completely automated the handwriting identification process.
LANGUAGE ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING

Language Models
Whatever the approach for rccognition, on-line o r u ff-linc, language modcls arc essential in recovering strings of words after they have bccn passed through a noisy channel, stich as handwriting or print degradation [ Fig. 13 . Handwritten sentence recognition. The path through top word choices is determined using part-of-speech tags.
documents with simple layouts can bc recognized reliably by off-the-shelf OCR software. As we have seen throughout this paper, there is also some success with handwriting recognition, particularly for isolated handprinted characters and words. For example, in thc on-line case, the recently introduced PDAs haw practical value. Similarly, some online signature verification systems have been marketed over the last fcw years and instructional tuols to help children learn to write are beginning t o cincrgc. Most of the off-line successes havc come in constrained domains, such as postal addresses [31], bank checks, and ceiisus frirms. Thc analysis of documents with complcx layouts, recognition of degraded printed text, and the rccognition of running handwriting continue to remain largely in the research arena. Some of the major rcscarch challenges in on-line or off-line processing of handwriting arc in word and line separation, scgmentation of words into characters, recugnition of words when lexicons are large, and thc use of langiiage models in aiding preprocessing stid recognition. In most applications, the machine performances are far from being acceptablc, although potential users often forget that human subjects generally make reading mistakes [SI. In a n e-wnrld dominated by the WWW, the design crf human-computer interfaces bawd on handwriting is part of a tremondous research effort together with specch recognition, langiiage processing and translation to facilitate communication of people with cornputer nctwrxks. From this pcrspcctivc., any successes or failures in thcsc fields will have a great impact on the cvnlutioii of languages. lndccd, a s the next century will prnbably confirm the supremacy and convoiiicncc o f English, "the Latin of the third millenium," the survival of othcr languages and cultures will necessarily go through their "computerization."
Although we have mostly focusscd on thc processing of English in this paper, thcrc arc numerous projects going on in inany countries to process and recognize spccific langungcs. It is hoped that many of these projects will succeed to maintain the diversity and richness uf thu global human cxpcricnce. 
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